Biomass resources have attracted considerable attention due to their renewability and cleanliness. Anaerobic fermentation (AF) is a preferred technology to effectively utilize the biomass resources. To improve AF environments, the addition of accelerants in AF is an effective technical strategy. Nano-structured transition metal compounds (TMCs), due to their distinctive structure and unique properties, have been widely applied in different catalytic fields, such as solar cells, fuel cells, capacitor, biosensors, hydrogen generation, energy storage, organic matter decomposition, and pollution control. In this regard, we investigated the effects of TMCs used as counter electrode (CE) catalysts on the performance of dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs), and the role of TMCs as accelerants on the environment of the AF. These TMCs exhibited remarkably superior performance as alternative Pt-free CEs in DSSCs and as accelerants in AF. Research in this direction is expected to open new avenues for the use of TMCs in upcoming energy fields such as biomass energy and solar energy.
I. INTRODUCTION

Use of TMCs in solar cells: New-generation
DSSCs have attracted significant attention, owing to their low cost, simple fabrication, and high power conversion efficiency (PCE), as compared to siliconbased and thin-film solar cells. A remarkable PCE of 14.3%, which is comparable to the standard values required for practical applications, was recently reported [1] . This is a huge improvement from the PCE value of 7.1-7.9% reported in 1991 [2] . As an indispensible part of DSSCs, the design of counter electrode (CE) plays a crucial role in improving the efficiency of the DSSCs. The main function of CEs in In 2003, the Nobel Laureate Richard E. Smalley outlined humanity's top 10 problems for the next 50 years; energy ranked number 1 on that list. The sustained population growth and the improvement in people's living conditions are the main reasons for an increasing world demand for energy. This makes energy shortage a great challenge for our society. To overcome this challenge, the development of renewable energy is a critical strategy. The development and utilization of solar energy and biomass energy have gained increased importance in recent years, due to their abundance, renewability, and cleanliness. In fact, utilizing renewable energy is important for the sustainable development of society. Our research mainly focuses on solar energy and biomass energy, i.e., dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) and microbial anaerobic fermentation (AF) or anaerobic digestion (AD), respectively, as illustrated in Fig.1 ; in particular, we stress on the importance of the use of nanostructured transition metal compounds (TMCs) as CE catalyst in DSSCs and as accelerants in AF.
DSSCs is to promote the electron transfer from the external circuit back into the electrolyte and to catalyze I 3 − reduction at the CE/electrolyte interface. In a typical DSSC, the Pt electrode is the preferred CE material, owing to its superior catalytic activity and electrical conductivity. However, the Pt electrode faces some serious challenges, as described in previous literatures [3] [4] [5] . Therefore, it is crucial to develop alternative Ptfree CE materials for high-performance DSSCs.
Thus far, Pt metal, metal and alloys, conducting polymers, carbon materials, TMCs, and hybrids as alternative Pt-free CEs have been developed and tested in DSSCs, which have been the focus of several review papers [3, [6] [7] . Among these alternative Pt-free CEs, TMCs have attracted significant attention, due to their distinctive structure and unique properties. TMCs have been widely applied in solar cells, fuel cells, capacitors, biosensors, hydrogen generation, energy storage, organic matter decomposition, and pollution control. With respect to DSSCs, almost all early TMCs have been reported to use as CE catalysts in DSSCs, as presented in Fig.2 . The detailed photovoltaic parameters of DSSCs with TMCs (oxides, nitrides, carbides, phosphides, sulfides, selenides, tellurides, etc) as CEs were summarized in our recent review paper [7] , in the updated supporting information (ResearchGate). We have performed a systematic investigation on the use of Hf-and Ta-based compounds as CE catalysts in DSSCs based on theoretical calculations and experimental observations. These compounds exhibited superior catalytic properties and outperformed traditional Pt CE in catalyzing I 3 − and T 2 reduction at the CE/electrolyte interface. Based on firstprinciple density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we have successfully explained why there exists a difference between the catalytic properties of TaO x , Ta 3 N 5 , and Ta 4 C 3 CEs, providing a better understanding of the catalytic properties of Ta-based CE catalysts [8] . For the TaO-and TaC-embedded mesoporous carbon (MC) CEs, the first-principle DFT calculations showed that I 3 is chemisorbed on the TaO surface, whereas it is physically adsorbed on the TaC surface, making the TaO-based composite more efficient than the TaCbased composite as CEs in DSSCs. This result provides a better understanding of why the catalytic activity of TaO-MC is higher than that of TaC-MC [9] . In general, a superior catalytic activity and good electrical conductivity are highly desired for CE catalysts given the function of the CE materials. This suggests that a material with a narrow band gap can have good electronic conductivity, comparable to that of metals, and the electrons in the valence band of some material can easily be removed. To understand the catalytic performance of HfO 2 with a wide band gap, we performed first-principle DFT calculations combined with ab-initio Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) calculations, which provided a better understanding of the superior catalytic performance for the I 3 -/I -and T 2 /T -redox couples in DSSCs with HfO 2 and Pt CEs [10] . These theoretical calculations are highly desired for understanding the experimental observations in the process of CE development.
Although researchers have developed hundreds of TMC CE materials, the development and research of these materials still face many challenges. For example, 1) the catalytic activity is an intrinsic property of the catalyst, which is determined by its electronic structure. However, the exact relationship between the electronic structure and the catalytic activity remains unknown.
2) The superior catalytic activity can be subjectively attributed to the synergistic catalytic effect resulting from the various components of the composite materials. However, the role of each component in the composite materials remains unclear. It follows that i) predicting which CE materials will exhibit superior catalytic activity in DSSCs is exceedingly difficult; ii) what type of electronic structure of CE materials is responsible for the superior catalytic performance has not been determined; and iii) the catalytic mechanism of TMCs exhibiting superior activity as CE catalysts in DSSCs remains unclear. For most researchers, the abovementioned challenges provide scope for further research. This is challenge, is also opportunity.
Use of TMCs in AF:
The rapid development of the biomass industry has produced considerable environmental pollution problems, because the production of biomass generates large amount of wastes, mainly consisting of livestock manures, crop wastes, forestry wastes, fruit wastes, aloe peel wastes, vegetable wastes, food wastes, and municipal solid wastes. As a solution to these problems, new technologies are needed to convert these wastes into biomass energy, thus improving the sustainability of energy production. AF is a proven, economically feasible technology to convert bio-organic matter into biogas by microorganisms under oxygen-free conditions. This technology can be utilized effectively in the realization of a cyclic utilization of biomass waste in a full-scale operation. Some of these abovementioned wastes serve as excellent feedstock that can be used to perform anaerobic mono-digestion or co-digestion [11] . Several researchers have demonstrated that the addition of accelerants is an effective means of improving the AF environment.
This means that biogas yield, methane yield, AF reaction time, chemical oxygen demand (COD) degradation rate, volatile solids (VS) removal rate, and the stability of digestate can be improved by adding AF accelerants. Methane is a green renewable energy source that can be used to generate heat, electricity, and compressed natural gas.
Since TMCs as functional catalysts have been widely applied in fields like fuel cell, biosensor, hydrogen generation, pollution, etc., it is reasonable to ask whether these TMCs catalysts can also be applied in biological AF. To this end, we selected some TMCs (TaO, WO 3 , WO 2.72 , W 2 N, NbO 2 , NbN, SiC, HfC, etc) as AF accelerants and performed batch AF experiments using dairy manure as feedstock under mesophilic conditions (36±1°C). The effect of these TMCs on the AF environment, including the improvements in biogas production, COD degradation rate, AF reaction time, VS removal rate, and the stability of digestate, was further investigated. As illustrated in Fig. 3 [13] , after adding different TMC accelerants in the AF system, the cumulative biogas yield of AF distinctly increased by 38.8% (WO 3 ) from that of the control group (CK: control check). The highest cumulative biogas yield of 567 mL/g TS, which is 92.8% greater than the yield of the CK (294 mL/g TS), was achieved in the AF system with dairy manure waste when WO 2.72 was added as the accelerant. Moreover, the addition of WO 3 , WO 2.72 , W 2 N, NbO 2 , and HfC as accelerants also increased the COD degradation rate of the AF system, as compared to that of CK. The largest COD degradation rate of 58.62% was obtained, which was 24.7% higher than that of CK. The use of TMCs as accelerants in AF was expected to exhibit a simultaneous increase in the accumulative gas yield and the COD degradation rate. However, this was not observed for SiC, NbN, TaO, i.e., adding SiC nanoparticle in AF lead to an increase of 69.7% in the cumulative biogas yield; however, the COD degradation rate did not increase from that of CK. The reason for this observation is not clear. It should be noted that the investigations of the effects of pH, methane yield, AF reaction time, VS removal rate, and the stability of digestate of AF systems after the adding TMCs accelerants are currently in progress and will be systematically reported in future. Challenges and Opportunities. As mentioned above, current challenges in the application of TMCs in solar cells and AF can inspire future research opportunities. Whether the context of solar energy or biomass energy, many problems in the application of TMCs remain unresolved. This implies that researchers can perform some very fruitful and productive studies towards solving these bottleneck problems. These important research opportunities also bring challenges for a majority of researchers. For example, there is a lack of a strong theoretical foundation that helps in the design of CE, and thus, the catalytic mechanism for TMCs as CE catalysts remains elusive. Evidently, first-principle DFT and ab-initio CPMD calculations can be employed to explain experimental observations and provide an understanding of the relationship between electronic structure and catalytic activity for CE catalysts. On the other hand, although TMCs in DSSCs present superior catalytic performances, the possibility of implementing these CE materials in practical applications will be greatly discounted without thorough stability tests. [3, 12] . A systematic strategy to alternative Pt-free CE stability evaluation is shown in Fig. 4 [3] . Unfortunately, although millions of research papers have been published on CE catalysts for DSSCs, few have presented results on theoretical calculations and stability assessments. With respect to TMCs as AF accelerants, although adding TMC accelerants can effectively improve the AF environment, the mechanism (physical, chemical, or microbial) of action of the TMCs accelerants in AF is not clear. Several questions on the role of TMCs in AF remain unanswered: How does the specific surface area of the TMCs accelerants affect the improvement factor in the AF environment? Can the digestate of AF with TMCs accelerants be considered as a nutrient content in organic fertilizers? Can soil fertilization be improved by using the digestate of AF with TMCs accelerants as the fertilizing ingredient? Does the use of digestate of the AF, after the addition of TMC accelerants, as a fertilizing ingredient produce a positive effect on the ecological environment? Further, the problems associated with the use of TMCs accelerants in AF remains unclear at the present stage. Based on the data presented above and the related discussions, it is clear that the TMCs face many serious challenges in the application of solar energy and biomass energy, and many opportunities remain unexplored.
Figure 4
A systematic strategy to alternative Pt-free CE stability evaluation [3] . Figure 4 ) presents a series of application predicaments and developmental challenges faced in the use of TMCs in solar energy and biomass energy; however, one should be optimistic about the significant progress made thus far, which can provide motivation for a particular research strategy. Wherever possible, theoretical calculations should be performed to predict the application behavior of TMCs and provide clear insights into the experimental observations made from well-defined DSSC and AF systems. If the TMCs are to evolve into a successful commercial product in DSSC and AF systems, the current performance levels and system stability parameters still need to be addressed. In other words, the exponential increase in the number of publications on this topic does not reflect substantial improvements in the performance and system stability. Therefore, there is a need for more focused research on the application considerations of TMCs in solar energy and biomass energy. 
So where next? This perspective (
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